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Meeting with Agrauxine’s R&D director and Marketing and Development 
director and a R&D representant from Lesaffre in Angers - 05/09/2017 

SUMMARY: 

 The persons we met with mostly gave us advices regarding another possible use of 
our idea and solutions without using GMOs.  

We first presented our project to our interlocutors and then discussed with them.  

They told us to contact the ANSES regarding the regulation, because this organism’s 
function is to review  innovatory projects before validation.  
They could also give us a contact info to see the United States’ GMO regulation.  

Regarding the phyllosphere ; it is complicated to apply bacteria only on leaves and prevent 
them from going in.  

We will need to define in which field we will work because 10 to 20% of functioning efficacy 
is lost from the lab to the field. We have to reach from 80 to 90% of efficacy in the lab for our 
project to be worth it in real conditions. As for the tests with proteins, we can try to assess 
their efficacy by comparing with the CFU.  

An active bacteria can indeed be more interesting than applying only one enzyme because 
the bacteria can lead to a cascade of many enzymes rather than just one.  

We also need to study how the biological solution will react to different pathogens 
(pesticides, etc.) so that it stays on the plant’s leaf.  

We have to analyse the processing costs regarding our positioning on the market. For a 
solution to be profitable, it has to yield 3 times what it cost to the farmer. There is thus a 
need to produce at a minimal cost (in general, a product applied once a year costs 60-70€ 
per hectare).  

We mustn’t hesitate to enlarge the needs regarding the heat/frost damages beyond the 
vines, to extend our product’s impact (fruit trees, farm products, etc.). 
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 We could focus on classical strain improvement: everything we do with a GMO can 
be done without. Screening can be used to select a mutation, we can then accelerate 
genetics so it can be expressed under certain conditions. Random mutation is thus not 
considered as a GMO. To do so we must select an organism that already does what we want 
and increase its action for a better yield of the final product: it is the stem improvement 
technique. This solution is currently not possible for our double system, however regarding 
the final solution two different bacteria could be produced (one for a cold response, another 
for a heat response) leading to the same result. A co-culture of two different kinds of 
bacteria might pose problems.   

We mentioned a 17% loss from 2016 to 2017. We should however precise what is dead and 
what survived and could produce next year among the losses. 
For example, their biostimulant product was developed in 10 years for 1 million euros. The 
environmental impact measures of a product are made on the long term, 6 months 
minimum.  

There is a possibility for us to make an internship in their company on their subjects: study 
of the cold and heat responses separately.  


